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Abstract: There is currently considerable interest in the formal specification of 
distributed multimedia systems, with the majority of research in this area 
considering the use of timed formallanguages for the specification of such 
systems. In contrast, however, there has been less research on the specification 
of stochastic behaviour, and yet this style ofbehaviour is predominant in this 
class of system. We therefore present stochastically enhanced timed automata, 
as a solution to the problem. The paper also introduces an associated tool suite 
that supports the editing, composition and simulation of such automata. 
Finally, a multimedia example is presented, iIIustrating the use ofthe enhanced 
automata and the associated tool suite. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In our previous work, we have been interested in the development of 
methodologies and techniques for the specification and verification of 
distributed multimedia systems, with particular emphasis on object and 
component-based systems [Blair98a]. This has led us to develop an aspect
oriented style of specification that follows the principles of aspect-oriented 
programming [AOPOO][Murphy99]. Essentially, we decompose a system 
specification into four aspects: functional, non-functional, management and 
requirements. Motivations for this choice can be found in [Blair99c]. In the 
(aspect) programming world, once written, the aspects must be woven 
together using a set of identified join-points. There is a nice parallel here 
with aspects in a specijication world: once written, our aspects are composed 
together (using standard parallel composition rules) and the join-points 
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become the set of actions (events) on which synchronisation occurs. Prior to 
this paper, our common model has been taken to be timed automata, along 
with their underlying timed labe lIed transition system semantics. Within this 
framework, we support a multi-paradigm approach, where (if appropriate) 
different aspects of a system may be specified in different formal languages. 
A detailed description of the semantics of translation and composition in this 
approach was presented in [Blair99a] and details of a tool suite developed to 
support our approach can be found in [Jones99a]. 

Using this approach, we have been able to capture the real-time 
information of object-based distributed multimedia systems and their 
associated quality of service (QoS) parameters such as latency, throughput 
and jitter. However, up to now, we have not been able to represent stochastic 
information. So, whilst we can specify that a communication takes n units of 
time (latency) and may vary by ±8 time units Gitter), we cannot allow for the 
possibility of, for example, extreme delays (due to congestion, or 
clientlserver down-time). This paper presents a stochastic extension to our 
approach, permitting the specification of the distribution of event timings 
(typically associated with some distributed communication, though not 
necessarily). Clearly, we would like to adopt a technique that will fit within 
our aspect-oriented and multi-paradigm framework and that can be 
supported by an extension to our tool suite. 

2. STOCHASTIC MODELLING TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Overview of techniques 

There exists a wealth of literature on stochastic process models such as 
Markov chains and generalised semi-Markov processes [Glynn89], graphical 
representations of such processes using stochastic Petri nets (including the 
gerieralised stochastic Petri nets of [Marsan95]) and more abstract notations 
such as queuing networks [Gross85]. Recently, much interest in stochastic 
process algebras has lead to the development of a number of formalisms 
such as EMPA [Bernard096], GSMPA [Bravetti99], PEPA [Hillston96], 
SPADES [0' Argeni099] and TIPP [Hermanns96]. Our particular interest 
lies in techniques that fit our multi-paradigm framework and can be 
supported by extending our current tool suite. As mentioned above, our 
framework uses timed automata based on a timed labelIed transition systems. 
The work of [0' Argeni099] (and [0' Argeni098]) is particularly interesting 
in that, in addition to describing the stochastic process algebra SPADES, it 
introduces a stochastic automata model based on probabilistic transition 
systems with general distributions. The process algebraic model has already 
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been analysed in the context of a simple multimedia system [Bryans99] and, 
as such, we are confident that it could be used within our framework and 
domain of distributed multimedia systems. However, in order to fit our 
framework, we need to adopt a new COinmon model based on stochastic 
automata. Consequently, we focus further on this technique below. 

2.2 Focus on SP ADES 

We are primarily interested in the stochastic automata of[D' Argeni099] 
in this paper (rather than the higher-Ievel process algebra). Stochastic 
automata are finite state automata extended with clocks. Instead of these 
clocks being used to model deterministic timing, they are defined to take a 
random value set according to a given probability distribution. On ce set, 
clocks count down (unlike timed automata where they count up). When the 
clocks reach zero, they enable certain transitions. Depending on required 
interactions with the environment, transitions need not fire immediately, but 
may wait until all clocks controlling an interaction reach zero. 

To illustrate the firing oftransitions, consider the two stochastic automata 
in figure 1, both involved in an interaction on a transmit event. The timing of 
this event in the first automaton is governed by clock x sampled from a 
distribution Fx(t), whilst the timing of the event in the second automata is 
governed by clock y sampled from a distribution Fit). The setting (and 
re setting) of clocks is depicted by the inclusion of a clock name within a 
state, as in the initial state of each automata below. Since SPADES supports 
general distributions (not just exponential distributions as in many stochastic 
techniques), there is no restriction on what distributions are used. 

transmit, {x} 
transmit, {y} 

Figure I. Stochastic Automata in SPADES 

When composed, both clocks are initialised (i.e. set to a value sampled 
from the associated distribution). The automaton containing the clock that 
reaches zero first must wait to synchronise with the other automaton (wait 
until the other clock reaches zero). This results in a situation where you can 
think of clocks as being allowed to go negative, with a transition being 
enabled when all involved clocks have values ofzero (or below). 
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2.3 Stochastic versus timed automata 

The behaviour described in the stochastic automaton above is subtlely 
different from a traditional (deterministic) timed automata model, where 
clocks count up and a combination of guards, resets and invariants are used 
to control the timing of events (although we do not use the larter in figure 2 
below). In order to compare models, we present a similar example to above 
in timed automata. We assume the existence of two constants, cl and c2, 
used as lower bounds in the guards of our automata. 

K) x>=cl, 
transmit, 

x:=O L-J 
x:=O 

Figure 2. Timed automata 

y>=c2, 
transmit, 

y:=O 

When composed, both clocks are explicitly initialised and the automata 
then idle in their respective initial states until one of the clocks reaches its 
desired bound (cl or c2). The first automaton to reach this point continues to 
idle until the other automaton is ready to participate in the event. 

Our two models differ ifwe assurne that the automata provide a complete 
model of our system (i.e. no outside influences affect the timing of events). 
This is also referred to as a closed system. 1fthis is the case for the stochastic 
automata model in figure I, the transmit event will fire immediately the 
second clock reaches zero. This is known as a maximum progress condition. 
However, in the timed automata model depicted in figure 2, the clocks may 
continue to idle; there is no urgency for the transmit event to (ever) occur. 

Timed automata have traditionally addressed the issue of urgency by 
associating invariants with states. These determine the length of time that an 
automaton may remain in a given state before it mustprogress. The use of 
invariants has sparked off many debates, particularly with respect to the 
likelihood of time-Iocks arising in a composed system [Bowman99]. This 
itself has prompted the development of other timed automata models that 
include a notion of urgency but avoid invariants, such as timed automata 
with deadlines (TAD) [Bornot98]. However, these issues are aside from our 
purpose in this paper, so we continue our example using timed automata 
with invariants. 
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x>=cl, 
transmit, 
x:=O 

[y<=max(cl,c2)] 

Figure 3. Timed automata with invariants 

In this system, once max(cl,c2) is reached, neither automaton may 
remain in the same state. Since both have an enabled transition, the transmit 
event, this must fire immediately (before time can progress further).1t should 
be obvious that the solution that we have presented in figure 3 is not ideal 
since the invariant of one automaton relies on "global" information, namely 
the lower bound of the other automaton's guard. However, using only 
"Iocal" information increases the potential for time-locks. 

To conclude this section, the stochastic automata of SPADES provide an 
elegant low-Ievel representation of stochastic behaviour, where the timing of 
events can be govemed by any distribution. This approach fits in weil with 
our desire to find a suitable low-level common model for our aspect-oriented 
and multi-paradigm approach. However, the downward counting of clocks 
differs from our existing model and, as such, would require substantial re
definition of our (multi-paradigm) framework and re-implementation of our 
tool suite. Furthermore, we make heavy use ofuntimed variables in our work 
(e.g. counters, variables representing desired rates oftransmission, permitted 
error rates, rates of throughput, etc). These are not defined for SPADES, 
although this should not be a difficult extension (at least at the automata 
level). Consequently, we define our own timed automata extension, inspired 
by the constants used in figures 2 and 3. 

3. EXTENDING TIMED AUTOMATA 

The timed automata clocks in figures 2 and 3 counted up to deterministic 
values represented by constants. For our distributed multimedia examples, 
we require a model whereby these constants can be sampled from an 
appropriate distribution. This is straightforward from a syntactic perspective, 
but requires more care with respect to the semantic relationship between the 
clocks and stochastic variables, and also the semantics of re-sampling. We 
must also move from our underlying timed transition system semantics to 
(timed) probabilistic transition system semanties. We explain the 
relationship between different semantic models below. 
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3.1 Underlying semantic models 

LabelIed transition systems (LTS). We define a labelIed transition 
system over Act, the set of(atomic) actions, to have the following form: 

LTS = < S, so, ) 
where S is a (non-empty) finite set of states, 

So E S is the initial state, and 
k SxActxS is a transition relation. 

Intuitively, we now have a model with actions, states and transitions 
(labe lIed with actions) between states. As in LOTOS, we permit actions to 
have associated data (currently only integers in our tool suite) and denote 
output by "a!value" and input by "a?var:var_sort". The rules governing the 
synchonisation of events carrying data follow those of LOTOS ([IS089]). 

Timed labelIed transition systems (TLTS). To extend labelIed 
transition systems with time, we follow the approach of [Larsen95] and 
permit two sorts of actions: atomic actions (Act) and delay actions whose 
elements are denoted by E(d) E (for d E 3+). We denote the set of labels L 
as Act u Our transition relation from the LTS definition above must now 
also permit delay actions, and must satisfy the usual time determinism and 
time additivity rules 

We now have a timed semantic model where transitions are labelIed by 
an action or a delay. In the first case, the set of action-Iabelled transitions is: 

{s s' I aEAct and s, S'ES} 
In the second case, the set of delay-Iabelled transitions (for E(d) E is: 

{s s' I d E 3+ and s, S'ES} 

Unfortunately, at this low semantic level, the model yields an infinite 
structure. For example, an action occurring at a time less than 3 would (in a 
continuous domain) be represented by an infinite number of delay transitions 
each labe lIed with a time t and each followed by the action-labelled 
transition. This infinite structure is c1early unmanageable as a modelling 
language, hence the development ofhigher-Ievel models such as automata. 

Probabilistic transition systems (PTS). We can further extend 
transition systems to inc1ude probabilistic information. Suppose we have a 
transition occurring at time f where f is sampled from a distribution F, 
s &(l) )s'. Again, there are an infinite number ofpossible (delay) transitions, 
this time with the probability of each determined by the distribution F. 
Clearly, the sum of probabilities of all possible transitions should equal one. 

Probabilistic transition systems can be formally defined. However, their 
definition is mathematically complex and we believe that the above intuitive 
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definition is sufficient for this paper. We thus move on to define our timed 
automata model, and refer those wishing to see a complete formal definition 
ofprobabilistic transition systems to [D' Argenio98]. 

3.2 Timed automata 

Notation. The purpose of our timed automata model is to provide a 
higher-Ievel, more manageable model than that provided by TLTS. We start 
with the timed automata of UPPAAL [Larsen95], but extend the model to 
permit data-carrying events as described above. Timed alltomata are finite 
state automata extended with clocks and variables; let C be a finite set of 
real-valued clocks and V be a finite set of real-valued variables. The subset 
D V will be used to represent the set of data variables lIsed to attach data 
to events (we currently distinguish between D and V since we restriet data to 
integers in our tool suite). We will let Var = C u V. 

Our timed automata model also permits guards (conditions on clocks or 
variables) on transitions and invariants on states (timt must remain true 
whilst in that state). Let the set of constraints (guards) over Var be 
represented by G(Var). Note that the values of clocks and variables can be 
compared with constants and/or reset on transitions. 

Timed automata. We now define a timed automaton formally as: 
TA=( S, 1 > 

where S is a finite set of states, So E S is the initial state, is a 
transition relation, and 1 : HG(Var) is an invariant assignment fllnction. 

Our transitions are more complex than for the timed transition systems 
above since they can now incorporate guards and resets. The format of a 
transition is thus the tuple: 

where 
and 

( I, g, a, r, I' > 
I, I' are nodes (locations) and a E L (as above), 
gis a constraint (guard) S.t. g ::= x - c, and 
1(1) is an invariant (on location I) S.1. 1(1) ::= [x - c], where 

- ::= < 1 = 1 > 1 ::; 12::, XE Var and cis a constant, 
r is areset (or reassignment) function. 

The semantics of timed automata can now be defined in terms of timed 
transition systems. Each state in an automaton must now consist ofthe tllple: 

s = (I, uc, uv) 

where 
I is anode (or location) 
Uc is a clock variable assignment function s.tJor clocks 
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uy is a variable assignment function S.t. for variables Y V, Uy : Y 3 
and for data variables Z 0, Uv : Z 9 

The initial state is So = (10, UeO, uvo), where 10 is the initial node, ueo 
initialises all dock variables [C aO] and UyO initialises all variables [Va 0]. 

Intuitively, we now have a model containing a set of states where, at each 
state, we can query the value of dock variables (respectively variables) 
through the dock variable (respectively variable) assignment function. 

Finally, the semantics ofthe transition relation can be defined as follows: 
(1, ue, uy ) (1', Ue', Uv') if gis satisfied by ueand Uy , 

ue' = [r a r']ue and uv' = [r a r']uv, 
i.e. All guards must be satisfied, and those variables being reset are reset 

whilst the rest remain unchanged. 
(I ) B(d) (I' , ') 'f , ue , Uv ), Ue ,Uy 1 (1 = I'), ue' = ue+d and uv' = Uy, and 

1(1') is satisfied by ue' and uv'. 
i.e. Time can pass whilst in a given state, providing the invariant still 

remains true after the passage of time. 

3.3 Stochastically enhanced timed automata 

In order to allow variables to assume stochastically sampled values, we 
define the set F of distribution functions and Fi E F. We use f; Fi to denote 
that variable f; is sampled from distribution Fi. Such variables are denoted 
sampling variables, the set ofwhich is Var (all f; E SVar). We now 
require an extended tuple to represent the semantics of an automaton' s state: 

s = (I, ue, uv , f) 
where fis a distribution sampling function S.t. for sampling variables SV 

SVar, f: SV 3. 

The initial state is as before, except that it now contains finit. This ensures 
that all sampling variables referred to in the initial state are initialised to 
sampies from their associated distributions (\ifi E sv(lo), fi F;). The 
current value of a sampling variable can be referenced either on guards or 
state invariants (similar to our use of constants in figures 2 and 3), such that: 

g has the form x f; I f; c, and 
1(1) has the form [ x f; ] I [f; c ]where 

f; is sampled from distribution Fi (denoted f; Fi). 

We also need to make reference to the set of all guards on outgoing 
transitions of location I (denoted GL1). We define the function g(l) over the 
domain G(Var) to return the set GL1• We also define the function sv(l) over 
SVar to return a set of all sampling variables appearing in invariants or 
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outgoing transitions of I (SL1). We now require (in addition to the semanties 
for the transition relation for timed automata above): 

(1, uc, Uy, f) (1', uc', uv', f') if for all f; E sv(1'), f; ... Fj 

i.e. All sampling variables referred to in invariants or outgoing transitions 
of the new loeation are re-sampled on entry into the new state. An example 
illustrating this is presented in figure 4. 

(1, uc, Uy, f) &(d» (1', uc ', uv', f') if f' = f 
i.e. Values of sampling variables are unehanged by the passage of time. 
Finally, eomposition of our extended timed automata is governed by 

parallel eomposition mIes, details of whieh are included in Appendix A. We 
now have a timed automata model with clocks that can eount upwards 
towards values sampled from stochastic distributions. As ean be seen from 
above, this requires minimal changes to the timed automata model. By 
taking this approach, we have also retained our standard (non-clock) 
variables and our data variables that we use to model data-carrying events. 

4. TOOL SUPPORT: LUSCETA 

LUSCET A is a tool suite that we have developed at Laneaster to provide 
support for the analysis of our stochastically enhaneed timed automata 
(1ancaster University tool suite for §imulating, and 
Iimed Automata). A first version of this tool suite offered support for the 
composition of different aspects written in different paradigms, and their 
subsequent simulation or model checking, but did not offer any support for 
modelling stochastic behaviour [Blair99b]. In addition, the tool suite 
supported the generation oftimed automata from temporal logic and enabled 
interoperability with existing tools such as Eucalyptus [GaraveI96] and 
UPPAAL [Larsen95]. For reasons of evolution, a large proportion of our 
original tool suite has now been rewritten using component technology, i.e. 
Java Beans [Jones99a]. Importantly, the tool suite has reeently been 
extended further to support stochastically enhanced timed automata, as 
described by the semantics above. The use of component technologies in this 
area is noteworthy given the monolithie and closed nature of many existing 
formal tools. It is hoped that, by adopting this approach, LUSCET A can 
evolve rapidly to meet new requirements and that we ean also promote the 
re-use ofkey parts oftool suites such as model checking algorithms. 

The editor in LUSCET A allows us to enter stoehastie information 
relating to our automaton in the form of a header. Typically, we define a list 
of the required distribution functions (e.g. Uniform, Normal, Binomial, 
Poisson) with their appropriate parameters (e.g. range, mean, variance). We 
then associate sampling variables with these distributions. For example, let F 
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be a Normal distribution, F = N(10, 6.5) and f be an associated sampling 
variable, f := F. Note tImt this corresponds to the sampling process referred 
to as f ..... F above. We can now use these directly in the guards and/ or 
invariants of our automaton (respectively, f c and [f cD or, assuming we 
define t as a (clock) variable, we can compare the variable's value with the 
sampled value (respectively, t fand [t f]). To illustrate this, consider the 
following simple automaton that makes use of a sampling variable f taken 
from the normal distribution F, as defined above. 

Start, 
count:=O 

t>15, 

I 
F-N( I 0,6.5), t.-F 

t>=5, t<=15, 
Good 

Bad, 
coum:=count+ 1 count:=count+ I 

Figure 4. Simple autOll1ata to dell10nstrate stochastically generated values 

Using our tool suite we can now simulate this automaton, sampling new 
values for f every time we enter the second state (according to our 
semantics). As can be seen, "good" actions occur when the sampled value is 
between 5 and 15 (which, for the stated mean and variance, corresponds to a 
95% confidence interval) and "bad" actions at other values. Table 1 shows 
the results of the count variable after varying numbers of simulation steps. 
As expected, the error count roughly corresponds to 5% ofthe steps. 

Table 1. Simulation results from the above autOll1aton 

Number of steps Error count 

10 
50 
100 
500 
1000 

2 

6 
21 

48 

Time taken (seconds) 

1 
2 

4 

18 

35 

Two further tool components are a graphical component that produces a 
graphical representation of the simulation steps (only appropriate for a 
sm all-medium number of steps) and a distribution component that produces 
a visualisation of the sampled values and how they fit the sampling 
distribution. All components are described in detail in [Jones99a]. We now 
consider the application of our automata and tool suite to a larger example. 
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5. EXAMPLE: SYNCHRONISATION PROTOCOL 

5.1 Overview 

Many different algorithms have been proposed in the literature to handle 
the synchronisation of multiple media streams under varying assumptions/ 
conditions. For example, [Blakowski96] and other papers in the same journal 
cover a variety of different techniques. The algorithm that we will use in this 
example has been published recently in [Biersack99]. In their paper, they 
present a synchronisation protocol for stored media by "stepwise 
refinement". This means that a separate model is used to represent three 
incremental stages of the protocol design, as will be described below. The 
protocol assumes that the media units (mu) are distributed in a round robin 
fashion across distributed servers (see figure 5). 

muO 
mu2 
mu4 

Client 

Figure 5. Two distributed servers showing stream connections to a c\ient 

5.2 The three models in detail 

The initial model of [Biersack99] addresses the problem of start-up 
synchronisation under the assumptions of constant delay and zero jitter. The 
main problem addressed by this model is compensating for potentially 
different latency values for each server-client connection due to the 
distributed nature of the servers. Traditionally, delaying media units at the 
client by buffering data compensates for this. However, with large 
differences in latency this implies large buffers are required. Note that since 
the protocol is intended for stored (c.f. live) data makes this possible. 

This model is split into two phases: an evaluation phase and a 
synchronisation phase. The role of the evaluation phase is to obtain the 
earliest possible play-out time for the first media unit and, correspondingly, 
the required start time for each server. Also calculated is the required buffer 
space at the client. The synchronisation phase involves the sending of a 
message from the client to each server after which each server starts sending 
its data at the specified time. Earlier work has considered the modelling of 
these phases using an underlying model oftimed automata [Blair99d]. 
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The second model relaxes the restriction on jitter by permitting bounded 
end-system jitter and network jitter (termed the maximum jitter strategy). 
The effect of jitter is that the temporal relationship within (and between) 
media stream(s) is destroyed, even though the media units may have been 
sent in a timely manner. Consequently, to smooth out the effects of jitter, 
buffering at the sink must occur. In order to illustrate our stochastically 
enhanced automata, we make a slight amendment to the maximum jitter 
strategy. Instead of having hard upper and lower bounds, we allow the jitter 
to be sampled from a Normal distribution. In a similar way to the example 
presented above, we select the parameters ofthe distribution such that we are 
95% confident that the jitter is within our allowable bounds. 

The evaluation phase is the same as for the first model, but the 
synchronisation phase requires a further property to be satisfied before play
out of a stream of media units (see [Biersack99]). The last sub-stream (one 
per server) to satisfy this property determines the play-out deadline for the 
stream. Different jitter bounds per sub-stream complicate the situation (by 
giving different play-out deadlines and buffer requirements). We determine 
the necessary buffer requirements from the sub-stream with the largest jitter 
bound. Due to jitter, these will clearly be higher than for the first model. 

The third model is more general still and can cope with alterations in the 
average latency, clock drifts and server drop-outs. In our example, we 
address the first two models, but not the third. 

5.3 Specification of the example 

Using timed automata to model the client and server. For the purposes 
of this paper, we choose to focus on the synchronisation phase. Note that 
automata for the evaluation phase can be found in [Jones99b]. Since we have 
chosen to relax the bounded jitter assumption, we add a transition to detect 
when the maximum jitter strategy fails (i.e. the jitter bounds are exceeded). 
If this occurs, we allow the play-out to continue as folIows: if a media unit 
has failed to arrive by its play-out deadline, we increment an error counter 
and wait for the length of time it takes to play one media unit before trying 
again. Note that we should also check if the maximum buffer size has been 
exceeded, although this has not yet been included in the current version. 

Figure B.I (in Appendix B) shows the timed automaton representing the 
second phase of the client. After initializing some constants and variables, 
we send out play requests. We then wait until we have at least one media 
unit from each server and, once the play-out deadline has been reached, we 
start playing media units. We continue to receive media units from each 
server and play them on schedule (or generate an error) until all our media 
units have been played. On finishing, we analyse the IlLlmber of errors in 
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order to decide whether our play-out was successful or not. If there have 
been errors, we can analyse the log to check that these have arisen from jitter 
outside the acceptable bounds (see following section). 

The server is much simpler in design, (figure B.2, Appendix B) receiving 
play requests and sending each media unit, in turn, at the required time. This 
enables the client to piece together each media unit with its complementary 
parts, ready for play-out. In our example, we assurne each server contains 10 
media units (represented by variable N in the server automaton). 

Using stochastically enhanced automata to model the medium. The 
transition between the server and client (through a medium) is now quite 
complicated. The automaton in figure 6 models transmissions from one 
server and allows up to 4 media units to be in transit from any one server at a 
time. The automaton is duplicated for transmissions from the second server. 

After the play request has been sent, our transition automaton 
accumulates media units (by synchronising on the server's snd_mul event 
and the transition automaton's add_mul event). The array-like notation 
AA[1,2,3,4] and multiple arrows have been used to simplify the 
presentation; they correspond to the 4 media units allowed to be in transit at 
a given time. The first media unit is used to decide when play-out may 
begin. To determine the transmission delay, we sampIe jitter from aNormal 
distribution, using different parameters for each server's sub-stream. In the 
transition automaton above, samplel is used to denote the sampling variable 
from the distribution associated with server l's sub-stream. This information 
is specified as a header to our automaton, e.g. Fl=N(6, 0.26), samplel :=Fl. 
When the sampled value is added to the client's local time (variable lt) we 
obtain the time at which the client receives each media unit. This involves 
synchronisation between the transition automaton's out_mul event and the 
client's in mul event. The media unit is now removed from the transition 
automaton's buffer and buffered at the client until the play-out deadline. 
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add_mul 
tplaylccO 
[rnnsiu1<.2'del1 
[rarutu l :.-U'ansi:zc:l t 1 
MI :. lruamplel 
tplayl :.lttsampld .dell 

add_mul 
[playbO 
transizc I <- 2'dd I 

transizc I :=trnnsi%c I-I 
M[l.2,3,4J:.O 

Figure 6. The transition automaton 

6. ANALYSIS 

Example Header: 

samplel:=Fl 

We believe that our stochastically enhanced timed automata provide the 
extra expressive power required for our domain and also fit elegantly into 
our existing framework. Furthermore, the formal semantics offer a procise 
description of the model for implementation purposes (and have shown up 
several flaws in our original design). We now fOCllS on the use of this tool 
suite to analyse the behaviour ofthe synchronisation protocol. 

Firstly, it is important to point out that the bounded jitter algorithm 
presented in [Biersack99] is, by design and mathematical analysis, correct 
with respect to synchronised play-ollt and buffering reqllirements under the 
assumption of bounded jitter. ThllS, it has not been our aim to find errors in 
this algorithm. Instead, the approach we have taken is to relax the bounded 
jitter assumption and sampie the transmission delays from aNormal 
distribution such that 95% of the sampies should lie within the reqllired 
bounds. This permits us to demonstrate our stochastic enhancements to 
automata and to evaluate our tool suite. 

Having specified all automata required for this example, our first step is 
to compose them together using the standard parallel composition rules 
presented in Appendix A. Each transition automaton is composed with the 
corresponding server and then added to the client in turn . We then add the 
initial evaluation phase to give us the overall composition of the system . 
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Each stage of the composition takes of the order of I second or less to 
complete and our final automaton contains 348 transitions. 

In our analysis, we have simulated our system repeated Iy (100 times) and 
collated results. Note that, for a single run, we have 10 media units per 
server and 2 servers, hence 20 media units in total. With an expected 5% of 
these giving errors, we would statistically expect 1 error per run. Of course, 
in practice our sampled values may give us a different number of errors. 
Consequently, for each simulation run, we were particularly interested in the 
number of errors in that run and the cause of the error (i .e. checking the log 
to ensure that the error arose due to a sampled time outside the required 
bounds). After running the simulation 100 tim es, we noted errors in 78 ofthe 
runs, with a total of 93 errors. Each run typically consists of approximately 
100 steps and the log for each one of these takes approximately 5 seconds to 
generate. An annotated screen-dump of a portion of the log from one of the 
simulation runs resulting in an error is shown in figure 7. 

At each step of the simulation, the log provides us with a list of possible 
transitions. Some of these may be unavailable due to guards not being 
satisfied. All available actions are listed on the main interfxe. At this point 
in the log, transition 14 is the only one listed as available, hence we must 
take this transition. The last line shows the current values of all our variables 
and, importantly, shows our error count equal to one. This indicates that in 
the simulation, one media unit failed to arrive by its play-out deadline. 

ns 8:64; "I; inmU1; bu1l'lIr1 :-tItdf'lIn"l ; S. 

"5 9.S", #: Inmul; butfurl ;=bu\TIIJ1"1, S4 
ns 1 O:S.; lI1 = t,bUlflln= O. playenor, Fcount-F'cDunt·l .It1 ;:O; $' 

ni 11 :S4: pli'fVnor; Sol 

T JUrbltlOil 14 IS JlOW tiM; only orM: il\'nllablcl 
(NB " i. hOle<! .... 1Ih oll other tro/t"lions !Tom <he SIllIC) 

ans 12:84, bufrlt1 :.O,butrer2.0,tt1 "'r; playmu; 8r2-1 84 

ans 13 $. ' oorr8f l = OtlU'ft'ef1;:a: O Ncoun\:;::;;:N Fcount:o::=O end! I .. TRUe 

IIInli 14 9 4, buffa" .ndllrror. #;. FALBE 

cks : 1to>3LO; 1t .. :O.O: 

11'" da InIn"t,on 14 
The number of media unot. rlo)"d j. 

10 IhI: nlJmbc:r 10 thc s1n .. -am 
OUI 4:rror courr1, IS > 0 

Figure 7. A simulation run resulting in I error 

To see where this error occurred, we look further back in the log (figllre 
8). We find an available transition (numbered 11) abollt to be taken. Note 
that the previous transition (10) is unavailable since the gllard bujJer 1 ==0 is 
false. Also observe that the client's play-out deadline (2 time lInits) has been 
reached by variable Itl, and that buffer2 is still empty. Hence, although a 
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media unit from server 1 has already arrived (buffer J = 1), we cannot play-ollt 
since the media unit from server 2 has not yet arrived. We must thus delay 
the play-out further, report a playerror event and increment our errar count. 
No other errors were generated on this run since our final error count was 1. 

An error transition IS ready to tire 
Trans 10:84; It1 ==r,bu1!'er1 ==0; playerror; Fcount:=Fcount+1,1t1 :=0; 84 

Trans 11 :84; 1t1-=r,bu1!'er2=0; playerror; Fcount:=Fcount+1,lt1 :=0; 84 

Trans 12:84; bu1!'er1 >O,bu1!'er2>O,1t1 ==r; playmu; bu1!'er1 :=buffer1-1,bl 

Trans 13:84; bu1!'er1==O,buffer2==O,Ncounl==N,Fcounl==0; endplay;! 

Trans 14:84; buffer1==O,buffer2==O,Ncounl==N,Fcounl:00; enderror;"1 
Clocks: 11=15.0; 111=2.0; 

Variables: 81=5.0; 82=2.0; 81 c=27.0; 82c=24.0; dv1=11.0; dv2=11.0; ... Fcounl=O.O buffer1=1.0; buffer2=0. 

IDoing11 

00 thc error transition butler I is ready hut butler2 is not 

Figure 8. Part of the log showing a playerror transition 

One point that was not detected in our analysis, however, was that of 
buffer overflow. Because our buffering requirements were based on the 
maximum jitter assumption, relaxing this assumption leads to new (targer) 
buffer requirements; if these requirements are not met, the possibility of 
buffer overflow exists. Our analysis was based only on a sampIe of 20 media 
units which, on simulation, was not sufficient to generate a buffer overflow. 
We clearly need to greatly increase the number of media units and insert a 
break-point capability into our tool (allow it to run continually until a certain 
condition is met). Alternatively, we could look at more complex simulation 
strategies based on, e.g., visiting each state (or transition) at least once. 

To summarise, our relaxation of the maximum jitter bounds has allowed 
us to demonstrate our stochastic enhancement to timed automata. In the 
analysis, we have benefited greatly from the use of our tool suite, although 
we have identified certain desirable extensions. We should also point out 
that we have focused on real-time analysis and simulation. The former can 
be extended to probabilistic analysis by incorporating semantics based on 
probabilistic transition systems, e.g. to allow questions such as what is the 
probability of reaching a given state. The latter can be extended by including 
other forms ofverification, such as (stochastic) model checking (see below). 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Previously, we have developed an aspect-oriented and multi-paradigm 
framework for the specification of distributed multimedia systems. This 
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proved to be successful in a number of case studies, but cIearly did not 
support formal reasoning about the stochastic behaviour of such systems. 
This is a significant problem, given the predominance of such behaviours in 
this field. We have therefore extended our previous work, inspired by 
research into stochastic automata, particularly SPADES. By developing 
stochastically enhanced timed automata, we have retained compatibility with 
our framework. We have also described a component-based tool suite, 
LUSCETA, to support our methodology. LUSCETA currently enables the 
editing, composition and subsequent simulation of stochastically enhanced 
timed automata. Being component-based, the architecture is naturally 
extensible and further developments are planned (see below). With a small 
amount of additional implementation, the new model will enable us to 
support our more general multi-paradigm specification architecture, with the 
stochastically enhanced timed automata providing a common underlying 
model. The paper has also presented a multimedia example iIIustrating the 
use ofthe enhanced automata model and associated tool suite. 

One limitation with the tool suite is that composition is performed before 
simulating the system, thus leading to the inevitable state-space explosion 
problem. On-the-fly techniques are currently being considered to improve 
the ability of the tool suite to handle large systems. A further limitation is 
that we have only addressed the simulation of our extended automata. 
Ongoing work is addressing other forms of verification such as stochastic 
model-checking (incorporating probabilistic transition systems). This work 
is being carried out in collaboration with the University of Kent at 
Canterbury (see acknowledgements). In addition, our collaborators have 
considered the mapping of stochastic automata to timed automata (actually 
timed automata with deadlines), to enable existing real-time model checking 
tools and techniques to be exploited [Bryans99]. We plan to extend our tool 
suite with such techniques as details are finalised. We also plan to 
investigate the timed automata with deadlines model as a means of 
eliminating time-Iocks in a composed system. 
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APPENDIX A. COMPOSITION 

Composition of our stochastically enhanced timed automata follow the 
parallel composition rules defined below. SA is the set of actions on which 
the execution of each automaton should synchronise, and sf(aJ,a2) is the 
synchronisation function governing the synchronisation of events al and a2 
(see [IS089]). Let s\=(l\,Ucj,Uvl,fs\)E TAl and s2=(h,uc2,uv2,fQ)E TA2, where 
TA\=(Sj,soj,-+,I) and TA2=(S2,so2,-+,I) are stochastically enhanced timed 
automata. Let L = Actu L1 and aEL. Composition rules for TAl and TA2 are: 
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T, bl 2 C a e . omposltlOn mies 

SI 
g,a,r SI ',a SA 

I 
SI IlsA S2 

g,a,r 
s2 

s2 
g,a,r s2' ,a SA 

2 

SI IIsA s2 
g,a,r 

sI IIsA s2' 

sI 
gl,a1,r1 

sI' ,s2 
g2,a2,r2 

S2' ,a E SA where 5f( al, a2) = a, 
3 

sI Il sA 52 
g,a,r 

SI 'lisA 52' g = gl 1\ g2 and r = rl u r2 

sI 
e(d) 

SI', S2 
e(d) S2' 

e(d) 
SI IIsA S2 sI '11sA S2' 

The resulting eomposition ean be defined as: 
Comp = ( S, so, 1 ) 

where S is a finite set of states S.t. SI IlsA S2 ES<=> SI E SI and S2 E S2, 
So E S is the initial state S.t. So = s0111sA S02, 

is the transition relation govemed by rules 1-4 above, 
I(SI IISA S2) = I(SI) /\ l(s2) 

With respeet to the resampling of variables, recall that the function sv(l) 
retumed all sampling variables contained in the outgoing guards or invariant 
of loeation 1. Consequently, for rule 1: 'v'fi E SV(lI), fi .... Fj , for rule 2: 'v'fi E 
sv(h), fi .... Fj , for rule 3: 'v'fi E SV(lI) u sv(h), fi .... Fj , and finally for rule 4: 
f' = f, i.e. no sampling variables are re-sampled. 
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APPENDIX B. AUTOMATA FROM SECTION 5 

o 
5tutB 
It:>SI 

dv2:-trcf-Al 

sndJllay_reql 
It-tref 
Ncounc-o 
r:-2 

SI c:-S 1 +dmu+dvl 
S2c:=S2+dmu+dv2 
tO:-treHdmax 

pllLelror 
It:>-tplayl 
1t:>-tplay2 
bufTerl--o 
Pcounc- PcoUllt+ I 

play_mu 
bufTerl>O 
bufTer2>O 
lU-=r 

Pcounc-o 

play_etror 
lt:>-tplayl 
lt:>-tplay2 
bufTer2--o 
Fcount- FcoUDI+ I 

play_eTrOr 
lt1-=r 
buff.rl-=O 
Fcounc - FcoUDI+ I 
111:-0 

bufTerl :-buITerl-1 
buITer2:=buITer2-l 
Ncount - NcoUllI+ 1 
ltl:- O 

play_mu 
bufTerl>O 
bufTer2>O 
It:>-tplayl 
Il>'"lplay2 
bufTerl :-buITerl-1 
buITer2:-buITer2-1 
Ncount=NcoUDI+ 1 
ItI :-O 

endJllay 
bufTerl--O 
bufTer2--o 
NCOUDl==N 
Fcount--o 

end .rrOT 
buffl:rl -=O 
buff.r2--o 
Ncounl"' - N 
Fcount:>O 

plaLerror 
ltl=r 
bufTer2--o 
Fcount- Fcount+1 
Itl:- O 

in mu2 
buffer2:-buITer2+ I 

Figure B. J. Client automaton for the second phase 

rec"'p1aLreql 
ItSl :=r-S1 c+dmax 
N:=IO 
deli :=2 

snd_mul 
ItSl=r 
ItSl:=O 

o 
Figure B.2. Server automaton for the second phase 
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